




















Anissa (u NEE suh) Nierenberger is a certified 
professional realtime trainer. She has fun helping 
reporters boost their realtime skills so that they can 
continue to keep up with the rapid pace of technology 
and make more money!  

As a very young girl, Anissa became intrigued with 
typewriters when she first saw and heard a blue IBM 
Selectric typewriter at her dentist office. During a high 
school career day with a court reporter, she saw a steno 
machine and knew that steno was going to be her 
passion! Her career includes three decades of 
captioning news, sports and tech captioning at 
Facebook and Amazon.

ANISSA@LEARNTOCAPTION.COM LEARNTOCAPTION.COM 517-410-2209

• 30-year Captioner 
• Dictionary Jumpstart Founder 
• LearnToRealtime Instructor 
• STENŌphonătic® Creator

Please contact Anissa at anissa@learntocaption.com to schedule her for a speaking engagement.

Anissa R. Nierenberger
RPR, CRR, CRC, CRI, B.S. Realtime Reporting

ABOUT ANISSA

She has researched and created Dictionary Jumpstart, the only dictionary building program in the industry. DJ 
consists of 10 modules containing over 165,000 words that can be added to your dictionary at 1,000 words per 
hour! 

Over 1600 stenographers have successfully attained their realtime goals and certifications after training with 
Anissa. Reporters turn to Anissa when they're ready to upgrade their careers! 

Anissa is the author of four books that help reporters write shorter by learning brief families. Most recently Anissa 
has created STENŌphonătic, the first word building card game in English and steno!
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S P E A K I N G  E N G A G E M E N T S

Seminar Topics
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(NEW) Terrific Tidbits; Top-Notch Tips for Transforming Your Talents! 
Terrific Tidbits is a delicious concoction of easy-to-learn brief couples, trios and 
families along with top-notch tips to take care of YOU! 
This rejuvenating webinar will inspire you to tune into what's important and 
transcend in the six areas of your well-being. Anissa will introduce  
you to her take-charge tools that will help you remain calm in chaos, grateful 
during growth and visualize your victories! 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.01, 3.04, 3.10 

(NEW) CRR Stands for Confidence, Rewards and Rejuvenation
Maybe you’ve taken the CRR once or twice or… more? What is keeping you 
from passing it? The bad news is that practice does not fix realtime. However, 
Anissa has great news! You will learn from her what does fix realtime and how 
to obtain your best realtime skills! Realtime is the future and having CRR 
behind your name will lead to a more productive, efficient, joyful career! (This 
webinar requires access to the SmartPrep CRR Package in Realtime Coach 
and it will be used during this webinar). 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.04

(NEW) Let’s Clean Out Your Dictionary; Maintaining Your Million Dollar Tool! 
“I need to clean out my dictionary!” Reporters say this ALL the time! But what does this really mean? Why do you need to 
clean it out? What are you seeing that’s causing you grief? We’ll answer some very important questions before we can 
finally scour your million-dollar tool! Ms. Dictionary Jumpstart herself is the industry dictionary expert and she will help you 
navigate this process. Stop letting your dictionary break you! Let’s show your dictionary some love so that you can show off 
your radiant realtime! 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.01, 3.04 

Play STENŌphonătic; The Phonetic Card Game in English and Steno for Word Fanatics! – Ready for an hour of 
sharing briefs and vocabulary knowledge with a creative card game? Tables of 8 (four teams of two) will play 
STENŌphonătic, the clever card game created from that steno keyboard that we know and love! By the end of the hour, 
you’ll want to share this game with your friends and family! Anyone can play! 0.10 CEUs NCRA 3.01 

Unmasking Your Realtime Superpowers - Tweaking a lot of little things adds up to BIG superpowers in your realtime! If 
it's one syllable, we write it in one stroke! Write shorter = fewer mistakes + gain speed! Tired of doing the same work twice 
(or more)? Flex your muscles with superpower efficiency! Find out your invisible strengths and how to become bulletproof 
(BRAOF) in this ever-changing industry! 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.04 

Stop the BS; Resolving Boundaries and Stacking Issues! – As if realtime isn’t challenging enough, we have boundary 
and stacking problems! Stacking always wins. Anissa is a “pro” stacker! She’s resolved over 400 issues in her 30-year 
captioning career, and she’ll show you how to fix common issues with “ago,” “to do” and many others. We will examine and 
fix boundary issues that have been plaguing you! 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.01, 3.04 

Just Okay is Not Okay – While realtime does not mean perfection, how do you know if your realtime is a sellable product? 
We’ll examine real-world examples of the good, great, and just okay. Just because you can read through it, doesn’t mean 
that your clients can! Anissa will debunk software untranslate rate myths. You’ll no longer feel “in the dark” regarding 
realtime standards. 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.02  

Fantabulous Families – It’s simple… write fewer strokes, see fewer mistakes! If you’re interested in shortening your 
writing in a fun and consistent way, Fantabulous Families is for you! Anissa presents 45 easy-to-learn brief families. The 
FPP55 concept will help you learn 5 briefs quickly; no more sticky notes! Anissa’s book, “Fantabulous Families,” 
complements this seminar. 0.1 CEUs NCRA 3.01  

Terminate Transcript Turmoil – What if a small change in HOW you edit could result in better realtime in only one week. 
The SADA editing method will change your life! We’ll do a 180-degree spin and rescue you from seeing the same mistakes 
over and over.  The “Simpler Syllables” book complements this seminar. 0.1 CEU or 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.01, 3.02  

Terminate Transcript Turmoil 2 – Let’s talk about your vision for your future! We’ll review the SADA concept from the 
original TTT, talk about families of prefixes and suffixes, and the importance of consistency! We’ll learn a way to make 
stacking work for you! This presentation builds upon the original TTT. 0.15 CEUs NCRA 3.01, 302


